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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a private ranking scheme with linear additive scoring for efficient top K keyword search on modest-sized
cloud datasets. This scheme strikes for tradeoffs between privacy
and efficiency by proposing single-round client-server collaboration
with server-side partial ranking based on blinded feature weights
with random masks. Client-side preprocessing includes query decomposition with chunked postings to facilitate earlier range intersection and fast access of server-side key-value stores. Serverside query processing deals with feature vector sparsity through
optional feature matching and enables result filtering with querydependent chunk-wide random masks for queries that yield too
many matched documents. This paper provides details on indexing
and run-time conjunctive query processing and presents an evaluation that assesses the accuracy, efficiency, and privacy tradeoffs of
this scheme through five datasets with various sizes.
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INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

As sensitive information is increasingly stored on the cloud,
preserving privacy is a critical factor for users to adopt cloud-based
information services including keyword search. A cloud server
is often considered as honest-but-curious: namely such a server
honestly executes protocol specification and hosted programs, but
it may observe and infer the private information of a client during
execution or by inspecting hosted data. To deal with such a server,
searchable encryption [20, 38] can be used to conduct privacypreserving server-side query matching with single keyword [29,
30], conjunctive multiwords using the OXT protocol [16–18], or
disjunctive multiwords [28]. The studies including OXT do not
support ranking, and efficient and secure top K ranking is an open
research problem because of the challenge in achieving both.
The main challenge to perform server-side privacy-preserving
top K ranking is that advanced ranking involves arithmetic computation based on raw features (defined in Section 2) and hiding
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feature information through encryption prevents the server from
performing effective scoring and result comparison. On the other
hand, unencrypted feature values can lend themselves to privacy
attacks [15, 26]. Homomorphic encryption [22, 33] is one idea offered to secure data while letting the server perform arithmetic
calculations without decrypting the underlying data. For example,
given feature values f 1 and f 2 , the server that uses a homomorphic
encryption E() can compute E(f 1 + f 2 ) using E(f 1 ) and E(f 2 ) without
knowing f 1 and f 2 . But such a scheme is still not computationally
feasible when many numbers are involved, because each addition
or multiplication is extremely slow, not mentioning the ability of
comparing two results using scores computed with homomorphic
encryption. For example, homomorphic encryption does not allow
the efficient comparison of f 1 + f 2 and f 1′ + f 2′ at the server even it
can securely compute E(f 1 + f 2 ) and E(f 1′ + f 2′ ). Order-preserving
encryption (e.g. [2, 9, 34, 35]) allows a sever to compare two encrypted numbers without knowing the actual numbers but it does
not support additions or multiplication of encrypted numbers.
Another challenge is that advanced ranking considers a variety of
features (e.g. [1, 8, 12, 41, 42, 49]) and feature vectors are often sparse
with many zero values. Space usage can grow explosively if zeros
are explicitly stored. Using a compact data structure representation
without a proper defense can leak statistic information about index,
which may lead to leakage-abuse attacks [15, 26, 36].
The previous work on similarity-based secure ranking [13, 32, 40]
converts each TFIDF-based feature vector into two random vectors.
Index construction builds forward index after multiplying feature
vectors with secret matrices. Online query processing transforms
the given query vector with matrix multiplication also, and derives
dot similarity of a transformed query vector with all encrypted
document vectors, which results in time complexity as O(T 2 +
DT ) where D is the number of documents and T is the dictionary
size. To extend this model to consider proximity features such as
word pairs, parameter T becomes very large. Inverted indexing
is not feasible because offline and online matrix transformation
with randomization yields dense feature and query vectors, and the
space cost of the index becomes O(DT ). Recent work in [45, 48]
follows the above matrix transformation while considering multiuser data ownership and dynamic document update. The datasets
tested in [13, 32, 40] are small with only thousands of documents or
terms and high search cost with no inverted index support prohibits
such an approach from handling a slightly larger dataset.
It appears implausible to develop a completely secure ranking
scheme without resorting to heavyweight cryptography such as
functional encryption [22, 23, 39]. With a practical restriction towards fast response time, a server-hosted algorithm must deploy a
compromised lightweight scheme to compute ranking scores and
select results. Our strategy to address this private ranking open

problem is to leverage the previous searchable encryption research
and strike various tradeoffs in developing an efficient scheme with
limited information leakage to a server. We adopt a client-server
collaborative approach in which the server conducts efficient matching, additive scoring, and partial ranking while the client does query
preprocessing and the final top result selection. Our design only
uses one round of client-server communication since multi-round
active communication between the server and client (e.g. [25, 31])
incurs a much higher communication cost and response latency.
We assume that a client owns a dataset and places the corresponding index on the cloud to be searchable by the client. This paper does
not consider the multi-ownership of documents [48] and it assumes
the index on the cloud can be periodically refreshed, but without
considering dynamic index update [30, 45]. The work on query
scrambling in [4, 5] protects user privacy in issuing queries for
private web search while assuming that the server owns searchable
data and thus hosts unencrypted index. Our work is complementary with a different data ownership assumption. Our presentation
assumes that a query contains at least two words because it is relatively easy to handle single-word queries by storing encrypted
pre-ranked document IDs for each word on the server.
The contribution of this paper is an indexing and online search
scheme with linear additive scoring for this open private top K
search problem. It seeks a tradeoff with partial server-side result
filtering in handling a modest-sized dataset. It is several orders of
magnitude faster than the previous baseline solution [13] while
accommodating four categories of previously-developed ranking
signals. Due to the page limit, this paper lists formal properties
without presenting a detailed proof.
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PROBLEM DEFINITION AND DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS

Problem Definition: Given D document feature vectors with
T features that a client owns, each document d has many feature
values denoted as fid and the client builds a searchable index and
places it to the server. We focus on developing an indexing and top
K search scheme so that the server can access encrypted matched
document features for a query and compute their rank without
knowing the underlying feature values within a reasonable response
time for a modest-sized dataset. The server also should not learn the
meaningful information when features are not involved in search.
We assume each search query contains a conjunction of keywords and adopt the posting intersection of query words based
on a searchable encryption algorithm called OXT [16, 17]. Faster
traditional intersection algorithms that traverse two or more postings [19] simultaneously are not adopted because such a traversal
leaks more information to the server. During the search process,
a standard technique to ensure privacy is to use a deterministic
pseudo random function (called PRF) to hide information including
term IDs and document IDs.
Ranking formula. We opt for a simple but popular rank score
computing scheme which is a linear combination of document
features. While such scoring [47] delivers decent relevancy performance, multiple additive trees (e.g. [44]) can achieve better relevance. However, making such a nonlinear ranking method private
involves not only score addition and but also value comparison.

There is no known encryption method available that can solve both
issues within a single framework. A linear combination formula
Í
computes ranking score in a form of α i fid where α i is a coefficient of feature value fid for document d. We assume all coefficients
are static and can be embedded into feature values during index
setup. Thus for the rest of the paper we will ignore these coefficients,
Í
and the linear additive rank formula is simplified as fid .
Raw ranking features. We call a rank feature as raw if it is
explicitly stored in the index and a rank feature as composite if it
is computed based on other raw features. Our design is to make
each basic feature in the above additive formula as a raw feature
and the server retrieves and simply adds them without knowing
the role of these values. This minimizes the chance that the server
understands their semantic contributions to ranking signals.
We use the above additive formula to support four categories
of ranking features used in the information retrieval literature: 1)
Term-frequency based composite features such TFIDF and BM25 [27].
They can be represented as the summation of weighted raw word
frequency and thus the above additive scheme supports such features. 2) Proximity composite features based on the sum of raw
proximity term features. Such a proximity term can be a n-gram
within a certain distance [8] or a word pair [21, 49]. A traditional
inverted index with positional information stores word positions
explicitly [7] and online ranking computes composite proximity
features based on word positions in each document. While this
scheme is space efficient, computing composite proximity features
requires both order comparison and arithmetic calculation from
word positions. As discussed in Section 1, there is a lack of encryption techniques to support both secure calculation and order
comparison. Leaking relative word positions of each document may
enable statistical attacks which reveal document content structure.
Thus we opt to use a proximity formula expressed as the summation
of raw features that directly model proximity terms. As a result,
some of the previous proximity formulas are not be supported, for
example, minimum aggregation [42] and span coverage [41]. 3)
Document query specific features such as document-query click
through rate. 4) Document specific features such as freshness and
document quality. Both Category 3) and 4) are raw features and
can fit naturally in the additive rank formula.
Handling sparsity of raw ranking features. Raw features in
Category 2), 3) and 4) often have many zero values. If all encrypted
zero values are stored explicitly, it would greatly simplify the privacy preserving design, but the space cost would be explosively
high and such a scheme would become impractical. One option of
handling feature sparsity is to compactly store nonzero feature values for each document as a forward index and once documents that
match a query are identified during query processing, encrypted
document features can be retrieved using a hashed document ID.
Another option is to embed feature values in the posting entries of
the traditional inverted index [7]. These options without a proper
defense have a privacy risk that the server can inspect document
feature vectors or postings directly and gather document statistical
information such as word frequency distribution without client
authorization and launch leakage-abuse attacks [15, 36].
Our design for optional features which are often sparse is to
use an online key-value store. Namely each matched document d

involves the following two types of weights. 1) Required individual
feature weight fid for document d. When a feature is required,
every matched document has a feature value stored in the index.
2) Optional feature weights O td where 1 ≤ t ≤ m. When a feature
is optional, the default value is zero when this feature value of a
document is not available from the index.
Feature encryption with mask blinding. To preserve privacy
of feature values, we blind each feature value using a random mask
with modular addition to hide this value from the server. This mask
is generated in a deterministic way using a PRF, and is known to
the client only. Formally, we store each feature value f in the index
as [f + R] which is defined as f + R mod N where R is the feature
mask computed as a PRF of the term ID and the document ID in
the range from 0 to N − 1. N is set to 232 for our implementation.
The square bracket notation in [f + R] also emphasizes that
the server sees the computed value of expression f + R mod N
but the server is not able to derive individual f or R value. As we
explain below, the above scheme will allow the server to compute
the rank score by adding masked feature values and to conduct
partial comparison if choosing masks judiciously with a tradeoff.
We did not adopt a homomorphic encryption scheme (e.g. [33]) for
feature blinding because it does not bring visible advantage while
being less efficient and cannot support partial server-side ranking.
More specifically, for document d, weight of feature fid in index
is an integer and is stored as [fid + Rdi ] with a random noise mask
Rdi and optional weight O td is stored as [O td + RO td ] with a random
noise mask RO td . Given a query with q required features and m
optional weights, the total rank score F plus the total score mask
for document d including these masks under modulo N is:
[F + M] = [

q
Õ
i=1

[fid + Rdi ] +

Õ

[O td + RO td ]]

1≤t ≤m,O t ∈X

Í
Í
where M = 1≤t ≤m,O t ∈X O td + 1≤t ≤m,O t ∈X RO td and O t ∈ X
means that the corresponding optional feature can be found in the
key-value store of index.
While the server can compute the above encrypted sum, as the
feature masks are random and independent from one document to
another, the server is not able to compare the relative rank order
among matched documents. When the number of matched documents is modest, the server can send these results to the client
along with a bitmap of optional features used for each document,
which assists the client to remove the sum of masks in each rank
score. When there is a large number of matched documents in
the server or client-server bandwidth is low, we want the server
to conduct partial ranking so that results with low scores can be
filtered out first before sending back to the client. That essentially
becomes a two-stage ranking as a type of cascade ranking [43].
In next section, we explore this possibility with several tradeoffs
necessary to balance privacy and query response time efficiency.

3

SERVER-SIDE PARTIAL RANKING

Server-side partial ranking with uniform random masks.
To allow the server to compare rank scores of matched documents,
one option is to choose the same random masks for all documents
of the same feature. With this relaxation, we change mask symbol

Rdi as Ri , and RO id as RO i in rank score formula of Section 2 so that
the total mask sum is the same for all matched documents under
the same set of matching optional terms and then the server can
order these documents.
To support the above strategy, we need to address two issues. 1)
As each random feature mask is selected uniformly from 0 to N − 1,
the masked feature weights and their summation may wrap around
under modulo N , which can mislead server-side rank ordering.
To let the server handle this wraparound without knowing actual
rank scores or additional client-server interaction, we impose a
constraint that the final rank score without feature masks is to be
less than N2 . Given q+m required and optional features, each feature
weight w should satisfy maxq,m (q + m)w < N2 , namely its upper
bound is max N(2q+2m) . For example, when q+m ≤ 32 and N = 232 ,
q,m

the upper bound of each feature weight is 226 . When q + m ≤ 1024,
the upper bound is 221 . Our evaluation shows that ranking with
21-bit integer features is sufficient for the tested datasets. We will
discuss the possible value of q + m at the end of this section.
Theorem 3.1. Given q + m required and optional features, each
feature weight w satisfies maxq,m (q + m)w < N2 . Let F 1 and F 2 be
the rank scores of two documents under the same sum mask M where
0 ≤ M < N.
• If |[F 1 + M] − [F 2 + M]| < N2 , then [F 1 + M] ≤ [F 2 + M] if and
only if F 1 ≤ F 2 .
• If |[F 1 + M] − [F 2 + M]| > N2 , then [F 1 + M] ≤ [F 2 + M] if and
only if F 1 ≥ F 2 .
The above theorem shows that when the server obtains two
masked rank scores [F 1 + M] and [F 2 + M] with a possibility of
wraparound, it can determine which score F 1 or F 2 is bigger without
knowing actual values of F 1 and F 2 . That is done by checking if the
difference of [F 1 + M] and [F 2 + M] is within N2 or not. Notice the
difference cannot be equal to N2 .
Required: f1, f2, f3
Optional: O1, O2, O3

R1+R2+R3

R1+R2+R3+
RO1

R1+R2+R3+
RO2

R1+R2+R3+
RO3

R1+R2+R3+
RO1+RO2

R1+R2+R3+
RO1+RO3

R1+R2+R3+
RO2+RO3

R1+R2+R3+
RO1+RO2+RO3

Figure 1: The lattice relationship for optional feature matching cases when q = 3 and m = 3.
2) Under the same query, different documents may be matched
with a different set of optional features. There are 2m optional feature matching cases representing different combinations of matching these m optional terms. Note that the score masks are different
across cases, so the server cannot directly compare between optional cases. Figure 1 illustrates the lattice relationship of score
masks among optional feature matching cases for a query with
3 required terms and 3 optional terms. Each edge represents the
subsuming relationship and namely a parent case subsumes terms
used in the child case. All documents that correspond to the same

optional feature matching case are comparable because their score
masks have the same value. Thus the server can sort and select
the top K results matching the same case. We use the following
property of the lattice to remove unnecessary results across cases.
Theorem 3.2. Let U and V be two vertices in the lattice of optional
feature matching cases and V is a parent node of U (V points to U in
Figure 1). Let topK(U ) be the top K documents matched under Case U .
For any document d matched in U , and d < topK(U ), any document
in V ranked below d or equally under Case V can be removed safely
from V .
After the above lattice-based suppression, the server sends the
top results from different matching cases to the client where further
score deblinding and final top K result selection will take place.
Query-dependent deblinding using chunk-wide runtime
random masks. The above uniform masking strategy allows serverside partial ranking, but leads to the following leakage of information to the server.
• Given two documents d and d ′ from the same feature mask R, the
′
server can learn their relative weight difference [f d +R]−[f d +R]
′
to get f d − f d .
• The server may also use

[f d +R]−[f s +R]
′
[f d +R]−[f s +R]

to approximate

fd
′
fd

where f s is the smallest feature value. Such an approximation
can be reasonable if f s happens to be small (e.g. 0).
To restrict the above leakage to a smaller scope, we propose a dynamic chunk-wide random masking strategy based on runtime
query choices. Each feature has a posting list of document IDs containing nonzero feature values. Index construction divides this list
into chunks and the random mask for each feature is the sum of
a document specific mask and a chunk-specific mask. For certain
queries when server-side partial ranking is triggered, runtime query
processing removes document-specific masks in all involved features. In this case, matched documents within the same chunk share
the same mask for the same feature and then the server is able to
order documents matched under the same chunk.
A client triggers partial ranking on the server side only when the
matched results can potentially exceed a threshold. To detect the
above condition, we call a feature popular when the total number
of documents for this feature with nonzero values is greater than a
popularity threshold. Otherwise call this feature unpopular. When
one of required features in a query is unpopular, the number of
matched results cannot exceed the above threshold.
Query decomposition. Following the above design and given
a sorted document list of a feature, we decompose this list as a set
of chunks with non-overlapping document ID ranges. Conceptually
we view each feature ID as a term and each chunk as a subterm of
the original term. Figure 2(a) gives an example of feature chunking
and query decomposition with query “CD rate". The optional wordpair feature added is “CD-rate". The posting of “CD” is decomposed
into 4 chunks corresponding to 4 subterms a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , and a 4 and
the posting of “rate” is decomposed into 5 chunks corresponding
to b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 , and b5 . Similarly, the document list of optional
feature “CD rate” is decomposed with only one chunk c 1 based on
document ID range partitioning.
Knowing the ID ranges of posting chunks, a client can perform
an earlier range intersection and decompose the original query as

CD 6 7 8 10 13 15 16 18 19 20 24 25 27 28 29 36 40 41 44
rate 1 2 3 4 5 7 9 10 12 13 21 22 23 25 26 30 31 33 36 39 41 46 48 49 50
CD-rate 7 25
(a)Chunking examples
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(b) Client-side range intersection for query decomposition

Figure 2: Chunking and query decomposition
a set of subqueries. Any document that matches any subquery
satisfies the original query. For Figure 2(b), the client can learn that
only documents in ID ranges (6,13), (24,26), and (36,44) are possible
to contain all required keywords, and equivalently, original query
“CD rate" is converted into a disjunction of the 4 subqueries: a 1b2
with optional c 1 , a 3b3 with optional c 1 , a 4b4 , and a 4b5 .
Note that the proposed client-side query decomposition brings
the following two extra benefits in addition to server-side partial
ranking. 1) As we discuss in the next section, feature access is implemented as a hash table lookup. Query decomposition helps exploit
locality-aware data partitioning, and thus reduces the memory footprint size during intersection and feature lookup when loading the
relevant part of hash tables. We also have considered to avoid over
exploitation of locality in data partitioning as there is a privacy
tradeoff for blocked data access operations [18]. 2) An intersection
algorithm selects one required feature to start enumerating possible
document candidates and typically it is the one with the smallest
posting length [19]. This is called s-term in OXT [17] in which the
server does learn the length of the s-term posting for each query
during intersection. As the server accumulates such information
after processing many queries, that may open a door to leakageabuse attacks, and one counter measure is to pad the posting by
adding bogus IDs, which disguises true counts [15]. In our setting,
as a query is decomposed into a sequence of subqueries, a client
can select a start feature (essentially s-term) differently from one
subquery to another, which greatly reduces the chance of leaking
the posting length of single words.
Tradeoff by limiting the number of optional features. As
shown in next section, the server uses a bitmap record to memorize
which optional features are matched for each document. Having
a large number of optional features causes two disadvantages: 1)
space overhead to maintain a long bitmap. 2) There are less matched
results comparable at the server side based on the above lattice
discussion. Both factors lead to more server-client communication
overhead in sending back partially-ranked results.
When word pairs are used as raw text proximity features, to reduce the total number of word pairs, we combine word pair weights
appearing in different sections of a document. Following the previous work [8], indexing can impose a constraint that a word pair
is included in the index only when the word distance of such a
pair is within a limit. Our evaluation has used limit 9 in processing
three test datasets. At runtime, given q words in a query, there
q


are q2 word pairs, and if we let m = q2 , there are 2( 2 ) lattice
cases of using these word-pair features. For example, when q = 5,
there are already 210 cases. When q = 7, the lattice size explodes
to 221 . We impose a constraint that a client only demands optional
word pairs that are within distance limit L in the query. For example with a 5-word query w 1 , · · · , w 5 , and L = 2, only distance

pairs (w 1 , w 2 ), (w 1 , w 3 ), (w 2 , w 3 ), (w 2 , w 4 ), (w 3 , w 4 ), (w 3 , w 5 ), and
(w 4 , w 5 ) are taken as optional features. In general, the number of
optional features m to consider based on word pairs is reduced from
q
q
L
2 to 2 + L(q − L) if q ≥ L, otherwise 2 . When we choose L = 2,
then m = 2q − 3. As shown in Section 5 the relevance with L = 2 is
acceptable in the tested datasets. In practice, we can assume q < 10
because typically trimming a query longer than such a length does
not affect the relevance. Thus m ≤ 15 when optional features are
only based on word pairs. In some applications, additional optional
terms may be needed to improve ranking relevance such as freshness or authoritativeness of a document, thus m is typically under
24 and we use 3 bytes for the optional bit map in our evaluation.
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INDEXING AND QUERY PROCESSING

In this section, we adopt the OXT searchable encryption [16, 17]
for document matching and extend it for ranking. We present an
indexing and query processing scheme to support feature blinding
with dynamic chunk-wide random masking, and enable a client
to safely trigger server-side partial ranking for selected queries
involving popular features. This design prevents the server from
learning anything formation about the features and posting of an
encrypted word if such a word has never been searched.
Data structure and high level search flow. Our search flow
involves 3 key-value stores: 1) R-store saves meta information in
feature posting chunks such as document ID range of chunks. That
facilitates query decomposition at the client side. 2) S-store contains
required feature values and is used by the search algorithm to
identify the candidate documents. 3) X-store contains feature values
accessible using a pair of document ID and feature ID.
Given a query, a client converts it into a sequence of subqueries
using R-store. For each subquery, the client generates n required
and optional feature IDs as w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w n for the server to match
documents and fetch their features. Let d be a candidate document
ID that appears in the posting list of start feature w 1 . To fetch
another feature w i of d where 2 ≤ i ≤ n, the online algorithm pairs
two IDs w i and d together as the key to access X-store. To preserve
privacy, all IDs and intermediate values are hashed or encrypted
using operators summarized in Table 1 so that for any feature name
and document ID, the server cannot access the posting list or feature
values from the hosted X-store and R-store without authorization
from the client. The server should not learn the identity of the
query terms used during online search.
Encrypted inverted index setup. The input data set with feature vectors is converted into an inverted index format. The indexer
controlled by a client builds the encrypted index and lets the server
host the S-store and X-store. For each feature w of document d with
value f , this indexer constructs a key-value pair for the X-store as
follows. Define p as the position count of d in the posting and c is
the chunk ID where c = ⌊p/csize⌋ and csize is the chunk size.
• The key is xtaд = дPRF(k5 ,w )PRF(k2 ,d ) where k 5 and k 2 are secret
hashing keys. Base д is a Diffie-Hellman constant for pseudorandom mapping [10].
• The value accessible through above key is: S(xtaд) = f + Rc +
R x mod N where R x = PRF(ku , дPRF(k1 ,w )PRF(k2 ,d ) ) and Rc =
PRF(k 0 , w ∥c) represent the chunk specific and document specific
masks, respectively.

∥
PRF(k, a)

E(k , a)
D(k, b)
S (stag)
X (xtag)
(x i )n
i =1

Bitwise concatenation of two values.
A deterministic pseudo-random function of “a” using key
k (e.g. SHA256 of a ∥k). Among PRF keys used, k 0 , . . . , k 9
are secret known by the client only. ku is public to generate feature weight mask R x .
Non-deterministic symmetric encryption of plaintext a
using key k (e.g. AES using random initialization vector)
Symmetric decryption of b using key k s.t. D(k, E(k, a)) =
a for any plaintext a and key k
Look up S-store with key stag, and return a chunk of
encrypted feature posting.
Look up X-store with key x t aд, and return the encrypted
feature value if exists.
A list of elements x i from i = 1 to n.

Table 1: Function and operator symbols

When the above feature is required, the d and f values are also
saved in the posting chunk c of document w in the S-store. The corresponding S-store key is staд = PRF(k 7 , w ∥c). The corresponding
value is a chunk list of posting entries and each posting entry is an
encrypted tuple (e, y, fs ) defined as follows.
(1) e = E(ke , d) which represents the encrypted document ID d. The
encryption for e is semantically secure so that the server cannot
learn anything except the length of the original document ID.
(2) y = PRF (k 4 , w ∥p)−1 PRF (k 2 , d) is a blinded bridging number
used when w is selected as a start feature for deriving the key
to access the X-store during intersection proposed in [17]. We
extend its usage for feature fetching and will elaborate it later
in the example below.
(3) Blinded feature fs = ud + f + Rc + Rs mod N where ud is the
sum of document-specific Category 4 feature weights discussed
in Section 2. Rs is the document-specific mask computed as
PRF(k 3 , w ||p).
Online search procedure. Figure 3 shows the three phases of
query processing. Phase 1, which is conducted at client side, forms
required and optional features for a given query and performs an
earlier range intersection to derive subqueries after R-store lookup.
Assume each subquery has n features with n corresponding chunk
IDs: (w i , c i )ni=1 . All required features are placed before optional features in this feature sequence and w 1 is selected as the start required
feature. Then the key to access S-store is stag = PRF(k 7 , w 1 ||c 1 ) and
the key used in the server to decrypt an entry of posting S(staд)
is skey = PRF(k 6 , w 1 ||c 1 ). In addition, the client builds a special
2-dimensional token array for the server and each array element
tokens[i][j] is defined as: xtokeni = дPRF(k5 ,w i )PRF(k4 ,w 1 | |p) , and
mtokeni = дPRF(k1 ,w i )PRF(k4 ,w 1 | |p) where 2 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ csize,
csize is the chunk size, and posting position p = c 1 ∗ csize + j.
The corresponding document specific mask for the start feature is
Rs = PRF (k 3 , w 1 ||p). If the predicted result length does not exceed a
threshold, the client will not turn on server-side result filtering and
in that case, the second entry mtokeni of each token array element
and Rs information are voided, Finally the client sends staд and
skey along with the token array and related mask Rs if needed to
the server for the above subquery.
At Phase 2, after receiving the control information for each
subquery, the server fetches the posting of w 1 from S-store based

on function call S(staд). For every posting entry (assume j-th entry) for w 1 and i-th other feature, it uses the received token array
tokens[i][j] to compute xtaд to access X-store and also the document specific mask R x when needed. The server accumulates the
rank score with mask subtraction when needed (e.g. Line 21 of Figure 3). When partial ranking is turned on, document scores under
each optional feature lattice case are compared and filtered, and at
most top K results are returned for each case. For each matched
document sent back from the server to the client, the result tuple is
in a format of (e, F , O, j), representing an encrypted document ID,
an encrypted score, a bitmap on the optional features used, and the
position of this document appeared in the posting chunk of w 1 .
Phase 3 client post-processing removes score masks and compares all received documents to select the final top K results.
Example. Figure 4 gives a runtime processing example for query
“CD rate" with optional term “CD-rate". After query decomposition
and subqueries are generated, assume “CD" is the start feature of
this subquery. The key to access S-store is staд = PRF (k, “CD”∥c)
for chunk c of this feature’s posting. After accessing S-store, assume
d is a candidate document found from the posting of “CD" with corresponding tuple (e, y, fs ). To further access the X-store for features
y
“rate”, the server computes the access key as xtaд = xtoken2 and
R x = PRF(ku , mtoken2y ). Since y = PRF (k 4 , “CD”∥p)−1 PRF (k 2 , d)
based on the index setup algorithm, we can verify that the server
actually obtains the same values xtaд = дPRF(k5 ,“r at e”)PRF(k2 ,d ) and
R x = PRF(ku , дPRF(k1 ,“r at e”)PRF(k2 ,d ) ), which match the index setup
algorithm in building X-store. It means that without knowing values k 1 , k 2 , and k 5 , the server can fetch and add the feature weight
of word “rate” successfully after the query-specific authorization
information such as the token array is issued by the client.
Search complexity. The index space cost after encryption is
proportional to the summation of all nonzero optional feature values plus the number of required feature IDs multiplied by the number of documents. The encrypted numbers cannot be compressed
well because of randomization. For a query with n features and
Í
let (Postinд(w 1 )) denote the sum of the posting length of the
start feature w 1 for each subquery. The time cost for this query
Í
is O((n − 1) |Postinд(w 1 )|). It is slower than that of [19] which
does not need to consider privacy-preserving and this represents a
tradeoff for private search.
Properties of query processing and leakage discussion. We
present a more formal analysis of the worst-case leakage profile in
Appendix A. Two privacy properties of our scheme following that
are listed below.

Phase 1: Client-side query preprocessing
1: Build query terms, decompose query, and enable server-side partial

ranking if needed.
2: for each subquery do
3:
Send S-store access key stag, decryption key skey, tokens array, and

related start feature mask R s if needed to the server.
4: end for

Phase 2: Server-side subquery processing with scoring
5: Let stag, skey, R s , tokens be information received for one subquery.
6: for j-th entry Z in posting chunk returned by S (stag) where 1 ≤ j ≤

csize do
7:
Decrypted tuple (e, y, f s ) = D(skey, Z )
8:
Initialize Score F = f s . Initialize a bitmap O .
9:
if partial ranking is enabled then
10:
F ← f s − R s mod N
11:
end if
12:
for i = 2, 3, ..., and n, (xtokeni , mtokeni ) in tokens[j][i] do
13:
xtag i ← xtokeni y
14:
if X (xtag i ) does not exist and w i is required then
15:
Skip this document for conjunctive requirement
16:
end if
17:
if X (xtag i ) exists then
18:
Add i to optional feature bitmap O .
19:
if partial ranking is enabled then
20:
Let feature mask R x ← PRF(ku , mtokeni y )
21:
F = F + X (xtag i ) − R x mod N
22:
else
23:
F = F + X (xtag i ) mod N
24:
end if
25:
end if
26:
end for
27:
Add the tuple (e, F , O , j) to the results list.
28: end for
29: if partial ranking is enabled then
30:
Select top K results for set of optional bitmap O and suppress

unnecessary results.
31: end if
32: Send matched documents as list of (e, F , O , j) to client.
33: Repeat the above steps for all subqueries.

Phase 3: Client-side post processing
34: for each (e, F , O , j) of the result list from the server do
35:
Client decrypts document IDs and subtracts masks from their rank

scores.
36: end for
37: Sort the results list and select top-K results.

Figure 3: Top K search

Theorem 4.1. If a feature ID has never been used in any search
query, the server cannot learn the corresponding feature weight of
any document.
Theorem 4.2. The server cannot learn the feature weight of a
document for any unpopular word during or after query processing.
That is true also for any popular word of a search query which involves
at least one unpopular required word.
The above theorems show that if a feature such as a word that
has never appeared in any past search query, the server is not able
to inspect its feature value and learn any leakage of information on
this feature used in any document. During the query processing,

Figure 4: Example of client-server query processing

if a query that does not trigger partial server ranking (e.g. involve
at least one unpopular word), the server cannot learn information
on features or the final score of each document. In our evaluation
with chunk-wide masks is 10,000, the percentage of popular words
for CSIRO, TREC45, Aquaint, Clueweb and Enron are respectively
0.07%, 0.31%, 0.47%, 0.07%, and 0.1%. When sever-side result filtering is triggered for queries that involve only these popular words,
there is some leakage of rank order and chunk-wide feature difference as discussed in Section 3 which will be further discussed
in Appendix A. To restrict such leakage to a smaller scope, one
strategy is make the relative ratio of chunk size over the posting
length threshold as small as possible. In our tested datasets, this
ratio is set to 2.1% with chunk size 210, since this is only for words
that appear in over 10,000 documents.
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EVALUATION

Implementation and datasets. We have implemented a prototype system with C++. Experiments are conducted on Linux
Ubuntu 16.04 servers with 8 cores of 2.4 GHz AMD FX8320, 16GB
memory. The code is compiled with optimization flag -O3. The
following datasets are used: the TREC Disk 4&5 dataset with TREC
Robust 2004 topics 301-450 &601-700, the CSIRO dataset with the
TREC 2008 Enterprise Track Topics (CE051-CE127) queries, and
the Aquaint dataset with TREC Robust 2005 query set of 50 topics.
Table 2 summarizes their key characteristics after stemming and
index generation. Row 2 is the number of documents. Row 3 is the
number of term and document ID pairs. Row 4 is the number of
composite term and document ID pairs. An optional term composed
of two words appears in the X-store with a document if these two
words appear in a document within distance 9. Note the majority of
the encrypted index size comes from these optional terms. If lower
ranking relevance is acceptable the distance limit could be reduced
to significantly reduce the size because X-store size is linearly proportional to the total number of document-feature pairs. Row 5, 6
and 7 are the size of R-store, S-store and X-store in bytes. Row 8 is
the total index size in bytes. As the machines we run experiments
are shared in a cloud environment, we control the search memory usage to under 2GB per machine. Due to memory constraints,
we opt to use 1 server for CSIRO while distributing data to 8 and
5 servers respectively for Aquaint and TREC45. Intersection and
score accumulation is conducted in parallel on those servers. At
the end of this section, we also present our investigation in using a
larger dataset from ClueWeb and the Enron email dataset.
Dataset

CSIRO

TREC45

Aquaint

#Doc
word-doc
wordpair-doc
R-Store
S-Store
X-Store
Total Size

0.37M
22M
146M
0.31GB
1.12GB
2.42GB
3.85GB

0.53M
109M
712M
1.25GB
5.56GB
11.82GB
18.63GB

1.03M
216M
1,357M
1.13GB
11.02GB
22.53GB
34.68GB

appear within a limit in a document. The feature value for the word
pairs is based on the squared inverse of word distance following
the work in [49] and if such a pair appears in the title or body of
its document. We use AdaRank [47] to guide feature weighting and
relevance evaluation follows 3-fold cross-validation. Notice that
with the conjunctive query requirement, our document matching
retrieves may miss some labeled relevant results in some queries
compared to a disjunctive assumption, which results in up-to 10%
relevance difference in some cases.
Each document result returned from the server on average uses
about 16 bytes and this includes an 8-byte encrypted document ID,
4-byte blinded score, 3-byte bitmap, and 1-byte position. We select
10,000 as the result size threshold that triggers server-side partial
ranking. Notice that the average Internet connection globally has
reached an average speed of 7.2Mbps in 2017 [3]. With this average
connection speed, it takes 0.18 seconds to transmit 10,000 matched
results with 16 bytes per result.
Multiword search time. Table 3 lists the average search response time and its cost breakdown when the number of search
words varies. In this setting, X-store has 1024 partitions. A query
response time includes the client-side time and the server side time
for S-store lookup of candidate documents and X-store lookup for
intersection and score accumulation. The client time reported includes R-store intersection and the token generation for the first
subquery, and the server starts to search as soon as it receives the
first subquery. There is no cost involved in X-store operations for
q = 1 and its time is listed so we can observe the average time
difference between single-word and multiword queries. When q
increases from 2 to 3, the X-store time increases as more optional
features are involved. But as there are less candidates found from
S-store when q is 4 and 5 after earlier range intersection, the X-store
time drops in all three query sets. The client-side time is modest,
and it increases in all three datasets with more query words because
there is more cost for range intersection and x-token generation.
Time to compute a x-token is not insignificant because of integer
exponentiation involved.
# Query words q

CSIRO

TREC45

Aquaint

Table 2: Size characteristics of datasets
For each document, we select features that perform well for text
ranking based on the past work [8, 12, 41, 42, 49]. We generate
the feature value of a word that this document contains based on
the BM25 coefficient differentiated by where they appear (title and
body). We also compute optional features based on word pairs that

Client
S-store
X-store
Total(ms)
Client
S-Store
X-Store
Total(ms)
Client
S-store
X-store
Total(ms)

1

2

3

4-5

30.53
58.31
0
89.62
18.89
146.79
0
166.42
25.87
261.81
0
289.35

59.98
121.57
59.21
283.86
45.18
191.30
85.56
405.64
47.38
147.60
89.47
337.06

74.89
140.40
137.87
427.98
65.56
222.33
284.15
717.34
54.17
146.67
218.52
496.20

101.16
37.60
64.09
248.51
107.22
119.67
260.11
693.00
66.35
90.60
200.95
400.26

Table 3: Query processing cost of three datasets
Table 4 lists the average search response time for 5 query posting
length buckets. Each query falls into one column bucket based
on the sum of the start feature posting length of its subqueries.
This table validates that the query response time is approximately
proportional to the posting length sum of the selected start features
of all subqueries as discussed in Section 4.
A comparison with the baseline. We have also implemented
and evaluated the baseline approach based on matrix transformation in [13, 45] with the same machine resource setting. It takes

# Posting length ( thousands)

0-2

2-4

4-6

6-8

8 - 10

CSIRO (ms)
TREC45 (ms)
Aquaint (ms)

186.00
217.81
134.47

392.34
453.23
343.56

499.50
558.27
479.21

801.40
838.78
770.15

973.65
1049.26
909.97

Table 4: Impact of posting length on search time
over 48, 26, and 46 hours to process a query on average for CSIRO,
TREC45, and Aquaint with 1, 5, and 8 machines, respectively. The
forward index space cost is 105, 285, and 815 terabytes respectively
as encrypted feature vectors are dense. The high cost is caused by
the large number of features (T ), which is about 39M, 73M, and
108M respectively in these datasets. When restricting the offline
word-pair distance to be within 3 instead of 10, T is reduced approximately by half on average and the above cost is also shortened
by half. Still our approach is several orders of magnitude faster. An
optimization using tree search to speed up similarity computing
as O(T log D) is discussed in [45], but the worst case is still O(T D).
Recall that D is the number of documents.
Impact of query decomposition. Query decomposition with
chunked postings enables earlier range intersection and S-store and
X-store locality-aware partitioning. For range earlier intersection
during query decomposition, we find that the intersection scope
is reduced by 6%, 12%, and 21% for CSIRO, TREC45, and Aquaint,
respectively. Without partitioning X-store, compared to a 1024partition, search is about 42.5x, 17x, and 19.1x slower for queries
with 2 words, 3 words, and 4-5 words, respectively. Thus the above
decomposition is important to sustain low query response times.
#Results returned
CSIRO

TREC45

Aquaint

No filter
Chunk 105
Chunk 210
No filter
Chunk 105
Chunk 210
No filter
Chunk 105
Chunk 210

TREC Queries

Synthetic

11,607
2,504
1,288
20,985
14,151
8,708
32,896
25,561
16,112

33,093
8,884
6,159
127,538
28,876
20,596
185,139
38,333
22,437

Table 5: Return result reduction in top-10 search with
threshold 10,000.
Effectiveness of server partial ranking. The average number
of results returned from the sever for all 154 TREC queries without
top K filtering in CSIRO, TREC45, and Aquaint is 849, 5490, and
5704 respectively. Table 5 shows the average number of results for
top K search with K = 10. The threshold to trigger partial ranking
is 10,000 as discussed above. Column 3 is the average number of
results for the 23 TREC queries that trigger partial ranking with
posting chunk size 105 and 201 respectively. Rows marked as "No
filter" are for the setting that search does not use server-side partial
ranking. For Aquaint, there are 13 TREC queries triggered result
filtering and 16,112 results are returned on average with chunk size
210 after filtering out 51% of all matched results. For a larger chunk
size, there are more comparable matched documents under each
subquery and there are more results filtered during partial ranking.
To evaluate the extreme situations, Column 4 is for handling 15
synthetic queries per dataset built based on only popular and stop
words with a much larger number of return results. The partial
ranking scheme is able to filter out more unnecessary return results
also. For Aquaint, the server returns 22,437 results on average for

synthetic queries after filtering out 87.9% of all matched results.
In this case with a 7.2Mbps average global Internet connection
speed [3], result communication takes about 0.39 seconds.
Relevancy impact with linear additive scoring and the number of optional terms. Table 6 illustrates the NDCG@10 score
of the linear model and LambdaMART [44] under different query
word distance constraints L = 2, 5, ∞. The distance restriction does
not negatively degrade performance. Compared to LambdaMART,
the linear scoring model delivers decent performance.
NDCG@10
CSIRO
TREC45
Aquaint

LambdaMART
Linear
LambdaMART
Linear
LambdaMART
Linear

L=2

L=5

L=∞

0.4836
0.4311
0.3823
0.4121
0.3256
0.3118

0.4842
0.4046
0.3898
0.4012
0.3246
0.3227

0.4789
0.4317
0.3866
0.3808
0.3131
0.317

Table 6: Relevance with different numbers of word-pairs
ClueWeb. We have also investigated how our scheme handles
a larger dataset using ClueWeb09 Category B dataset [6] with 50
million web documents. The relevancy raw features include BM25weighted single word weights and word pairs in the title and body
sections, and document PageRank scores. The top team in the 2011
Web TREC has accomplished NDCG@20 of 0.24282 in [11] using
the TREC 2011 Queries plus 450 out of the 684 queries from Million
Query (MQ) TREC 2009 [14]. LambdaMART using our raw features
obtains NDCG@20 of 0.2547, 0.2554, and 0.2601 with query word
distance restriction L = 2, L = 5, and L = ∞, respectively. The
additive ranking scheme we use obtains 0.2512, 0.2530, and 0.2585
under these L values.
The search time for ClueWeb data is still reasonable as the clientside query processing does not require large memory and the server
side can use more machines to distribute S-store and X-store for
parallel processing. The client-server communication cost is a key
concern and thus we select several different subsets of this ClueWeb
dataset to assess the impact of database size change on serverside partial ranking. For all 684 queries from MQ TREC 2009 with
judgment labels, Table 7 lists the average return result size from
Row 3 to Row 4 with two chunk sizes when the database size chosen
varies from 3M to 50M ClubWeb documents. Row 6 and Row 7 show
the average return result size for queries for top 10% of the largest
result sizes after server-side filtering. When the database size is 5M
and chunk size is 210, it would take about 0.46 seconds on average
for the server to send 25,394 results back to the client with today’s
global average Internet speed 7.2 Mbps. The slowest 10% of queries
can take 1.93 seconds with 107,195 results. Notice the top countrylevel average Internet connection is 28.6 Mbps [3] and with such a
speed, the slowest 10% would take 0.486 seconds to deliver.
Enron email dataset. We have also studied this corporate email
collection [37] with about 0.5M messages from about 150 users.
The average posting length of words in this dataset is 65 with 0.1%
of them as popular words. Like other datasets we have studied,
the posting length follows a long-tail Zipf distribution. We use
100 personal names from the email collection as test queries, and
find all queries only contain unpopular words. Namely all of them

# Results returned

All

Top 10%

No Filter
Chunk 105
Chunk 210
No Filter
Chunk 105
Chunk 210

3M

5M

10M

30M

50M

65,449
25,273
19,992
393,650
97,710
69,056

81,445
31,866
25,394
506,452
147,156
107,376

113,173
46,442
37,413
752,328
234,872
173,195

218,027
90,138
73,017
1,619,203
508,292
374,309

321,769
134,240
108,892
2,465,084
812,515
608,736

Table 7: Return result sizes in top-10 search with threshold
10,000 for ClueWeb subsets varying from 3M to 50M
have results less than 10,000 and the server only computes rank
scores without filtering. If we lower the threshold to 1000, then the
result filtering ratio after server-side partial ranking is over 50%
on average. Because each email message is short, searching this
dataset is much faster than TREC45 with a similar size.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The contribution of this work is a novel private top K ranking
scheme with various tradeoffs to efficiently search cloud hosted
data. A privacy analysis on limited leakage is provided. Our experiment shows that the response time is reasonable, and partial server
ranking can effectively reduce the return result size for the tested
datasets. The developed techniques address this open problem for a
modest sized dataset. For a significantly larger dataset, the current
techniques require fast client-server connection since the result
size returned from the server even after partial ranking can be
significant when all query words are popular. Deployment of faster
Internet connection such as mobile 5G networks could extend the
applicability of the proposed approach together with additional improvements. Another potential strategy to support a larger dataset
is to adopt a trusted proxy with a fast server-proxy communication
connection, if available. Then final supplemental ranking could be
completed at such a proxy and the ranked results can be sent to
the client with a smaller communication cost. Recently there is an
advancement in neural network based ranking (e.g. [24, 46]) and
our techniques can be applicable for document pre-ranking used in
such work or directly integrating neural features.
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A

PRIVACY ANALYSIS

The previous work [17, 28] analyzes the correctness of the derived leakage in a searchable encryption system by showing the
information that any adversary can acquire during the execution
of the real search protocol can be well simulated by an interactive
experiment between this adversary and a simulation algorithm
which only knows the leakage of the secure search system. This
appendix analyzes the privacy of our ranking scheme following
such semantic security with leakage.
Notion: Let Π be a searchable symmetric encryption scheme [17,
28], which consists of two algorithms: Algorithm “EDBSetup” distributes the keys to the client and server and encrypts inverted
index; Algorithm “Search” executes the search protocol between
the client and server. Let L(DB, q) be a leakage profile function,

which takes the plaintext inverted index DB and a query sequence q
as input, and outputs the leakage information of the whole system.
For a security parameter λ (roughly related to the number of bits in
the key), for two efficient algorithms A (for Adversary) and S (for
Π (λ) and IdealΠ (λ) as:
Simulator), define experiments RealA
A,S
Π (λ): A(1λ ) chooses the plaintext inverted index DB and a
• RealA
list of queries q. The experiment runs (K, EDB) ← EDBSetup(DB),
where K is the set of secret keys known only to the client, and
EDB is the encrypted index. For each query in q, it secretly runs
the algorithm Search with client input K and server input EDB
and stores the transcript (i.e., all the communications between
the client and server). Then the experiment gives EDB and the
transcript to A, which returns and outputs a Boolean value in
{0, 1} answering whether the transcript is produced by the real
search protocol, which happens here, or the simulator.
Π (λ): A(1λ ) chooses DB and a list of queries q. The exper• IdealA,S
iment secretly runs S(L(DB, q)) and gives its output (a synthetic
transcript) to A, which returns and outputs a Boolean value in
{0, 1} answering whether this output is produced by the real
search protocol or the simulator S.

Definition: Π is L-semantically-secure against non-adaptive attacks if for any efficient adversary A there exists an algorithm S such
Π (λ) = 1]−Pr[IdealΠ (λ) =
that the probability difference Pr[RealA
A,S
1] is negligible, i.e., asymptotically less than λ−c for any integer c.
Following the above definition, our objective is to make the
attacker A unable to tell apart the communications of the real secure protocol and the communications between the client and the
simulator S. This notion is only for non-adaptive attacks, since in
each experiment the attacker can only choose the queries at the
beginning, and can never change the chosen queries during the
interaction with the server. This assumption fits most scenarios
since often a third-party attacker has little control over the queries
that users issue. The only thing the attacker can know is the distribution of the queries. With the above definition, we can prove the
following sketched theorem.
Theorem (sketched): With standard cryptographic assumptions, the search scheme in Section 4 is L-semantically-secure
against non-adaptive attackers with the leakage profile L (i.e., the
information leaked to the attacker) given as follows.
• Size patterns: 1) The chunk size for partitioned posting lists. 2)
The number of documents matching each subquery. 3) The length
of the posting list for the s-term in each subquery.
• Rank and feature patterns: 1) Rank order of encrypted document
IDs for answering a query. 2) The difference between two document weights of the same feature within the same chunk, if the
corresponding word has been searched.
• Intersection patterns: 1) The overlapping pattern of s-tags and
x-tokens sent during search. For any subquery, given any chunk
in the posting of the s-term, the server knows which chunks in
the posting of any non-s-term in the subquery have non-empty
intersections with this chunk. 2) The identification of any two
subqueries sharing the same s-term. 3) The intersection of the
posting lists of two s-terms from two subqueries that the server
knows they share at least one non-s-term.
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